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Hi All, 

 

I take great pleasure in introducing John Barry’s article showing how to convert a Märklin 7168 

turntable for Arduino automatic operation. 

 

 

John  supplied the text and photos which I have edited and combined into this format presented.  

 

My thanks to John for contributing to my Web pages. 

 

John Barry’s Article Below 
 

The 7186 uses a universal motor (Märklin AC) with an input for each field direction. One direction is 

always powered up.   

A third input powers a solenoid which holds the segment locking pin in retracted position for leaving a 

segment and travelling across segments. The locking pin while retracted (ie between segments with 

solenoid off) holds the motor power on via a contact on the solenoid. When the pin drops into a segment 

locating hole the motor disconnects. 

 
Totally manual use 

 

Two way toggle switch for motor power direction. Power always on but motor disconnected by contact 

on solenoid. 

Press button for solenoid which pulls in pin and closes contact so TT rotates in selected direction. 

When the press button is released the TT continues to travel until the next segment is reached and the pin 

drops in the locating hole disconnecting the motor. It will travel across multiple segments if the button is 

held on. 
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Physical modifications to turntable 

 
1. Install Märklin 5 pole motor upgrade kit. Easy as it is the same motor used in many locos. This allows 

direction control by switching DC drive. 

2. Install a micro switch (I used 1 one from a Märklin C Track points solenoid) in place of the contact set on 

the solenoid. I added a capacitor and a diode to suppress interference. 

3. Install Hall Effect sensors under the body for indexing along with a magnet under the bridge. The magnet 

is glued to the underside close to the non-house end of the bridge. One sensor is required opposite each 

position the house has to stop in. Each sensor is glued in a hole drilled in the turntable base. 

 

Optional but I removed all the M Track segments from the bridge and the apron. I installed a length of K 

Track with insulation underneath on the bridge. When installed on the layout I ran incoming tracks as one 

piece onto the apron. This allows accurate alignment after installation. 

 

Drive upgrade with motor kit and micro switch 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diode and 1uF suppression capacitor added 
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Hall Effect sensors 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Top view of the completed turntable 
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Control with an Arduino 
 

I used an Arduino Mega as I needed: 

 

 Up to 24 inputs for Hall sensors. I used 14. 

 

 Enough I/O for a 4 line LCD display. The display is not strictly necessary for operation but was vital 

during development of the system.  

 

 Input for a DCC signal and an Address select button as I use my turntable in conjunction with automatic 

running under Train Controller software. 

 

 Possible future connection of a trackside keypad. This would be necessary for manual use as a stand alone 

turntable without DCC control. eg a button for each available position of the house. The Arduino software 

could work out the best direction of travel. Note mine doesn’t because Train Controller takes care of it. 

 

The electronics is powered by 17V AC as I have this readily available. It makes a 22V DC supply for the 

solenoid and uses two switching regulators to get +8V and -8V for the motor drive. The Arduino runs 

from + 8V and supplies +5V for the display and the sensors. 

 

I built the additional electronics on Veroboard as a prototype. If I was going to make more of them I 

would move to a single proper PCB with an Atmega2560 processor chip and eliminate the separate 

Arduino but not worth it for just one prototype. 
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Schematic 
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Control from a DCC system 
 

This is what I did. The possibilities are many. It would be possible to do this without TC using some other 

system to send the commands. 

 

The Arduino accepts input from a DCC accessory system. It accepts 20 sequential 2 state (like a turnout) 

addresses. The address button allows choosing the first address similar to the way most DCC turnout 

decoders do it. Each address and state is interpreted as a single command. I chose addresses from 500 to 

519. 

 

The display shows the last command received, what it means, the current track sensed AND when 

moving the last track sensed. 

 

       

Display when stopped     Display while moving 
 

The Arduino doesn’t worry about where we start a move. It normally gets a go to X in a particular 

direction command. It simply sets the motor polarity and then pulls in the solenoid which disengages the 

pin and powers the motor. When the selected sensor is detected it releases the solenoid. The sensors are 

detected before the position is fully reached so the solenoid pin stops it precisely this is simple and 

effective. 

 

I have included some extra commands (turn 180, single step, direct solenoid and polarity etc) for 

compatibility with what TrainController might ask it.  
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TrainController Requirements 
 

Below is a screenshot of the commands as pushbuttons in TrainController to save me listing them.  

 

The -1 and -2 on each address represent the two contacts for that address. When a button is pressed on 

screen TC sends the DCC command for that address and contact, just like a two way turnout solenoid.  

 

The flags don’t do anything. They just give a lengthened display of momentary button presses. 

 

 
The Arduino interprets the command and carries it out. It is possible to drive the turntable manually from 

these on screen buttons BUT beware TC doesn’t relate these buttons backwards to your switchboard 

turntable. ie if you have an onscreen turntable it will not move. 

 

Running it automatically from TrainController 
 

I added the turntable to TC as a 24 track Generic turntable with the positions I needed selected. 

 

In the turntable properties setup I chose a momentary press of the appropriate buttons (above) for the 

action of each turntable command. That is all it takes for automatic running. TC sorts out the direction. 

 

As a last touch I added a set of on screen buttons to 

command the on screen turntable. 

 

 
 

When these are pressed the on screen turntable carries out 

the action AND sends the required commands to the Arduino 

by pressing the first set of buttons. 

 

Currently there is no feedback from the turntable / Arduino to TC. It just relies on the rotation time set in 

the turntable properties of TC.  
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A future improvement will be a contact back to TC indicating that a move is in progress. This will allow 

locking of the turntable track during moves and make the conservative margin in the rotation time in TC 

unnecessary. Maybe optimal operation would be to tell TC the rotation time is a bit less than what it 

really is. 

 

Please view the YouTube Video of the turntable operating automatically under TrainController. 

 

John’s supplied data file 

 

This zip file contains turntable.ino 

 

 

Once again thanks to John for contributing this article.  

 

 

 

As always enjoy your model trains. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aXwNfM7zvxg
http://members.ozemail.com.au/~rossstew/rms/files/turntable.zip
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The Arduino Code  
 

Note: this is very specific to my turntable setup. It is provided as a basis for further development. 

 

#include <DCC_Decoder.h> 

#include <LiquidCrystal.h> 

#include <Arduino.h> 

#include <DCC_Decoder.h> 

#include <EEPROM.h> 

 

void ConfigureDecoder(); 

void buttonDown(); 

void InterpretCommand(); 

void CheckSensors(); 

void gotoMoves(); 

void turnAround(); 

void otherMoves();  

void ProcessCommand(); 

void BasicAccDecoderPacket_Handler(int address, boolean activate, byte data); 

void setup(); 

void loop(); 

 

// Defines and structures 

//this is interrupt pin selection. 0 == pin2 

#define kDCC_INTERRUPT            0 

 

int firstDCCaddress, newAddress, x; //x used in reading sensors 

byte FirstAddressLoByte, FirstAddressHiByte; 

byte thiscommand, lastcommand, newcommand; //newcommand is just from packet handler,  

String CommandName; 

 

byte Track = 0, LastTrack=0, Direction, Target; 

boolean  enabled, ProcessingCommand=0;  

 

LiquidCrystal lcd(8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13);// (RS, En, D4, D5, D6, D7); 

 

void setup() 

{ 

  pinMode( 2, INPUT); //DCC in 

  pinMode( 3, INPUT_PULLUP); //address button in 

//  Serial.begin(9600); 

// Setup output pins 4=solenoid on, 5=motor cw, 6=motor acw, 7=button pressed led 

  for(int j=4; j< 8; j++) 

  {   

    pinMode( j, OUTPUT ); 

  } 

  // off to start with 
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  digitalWrite(4 , LOW); //solenoid off 

  digitalWrite( 5, LOW); //motor clockwise 

   

  for (int j=22; j<37;j++) 

// 14 input pins for hall sensors 

  { 

    pinMode( j, INPUT_PULLUP); 

  } 

  enabled = 0; //state of received DCC command  

  //set up LCD 

  lcd.begin(20,4); 

  lcd.clear(); 

  lcd.print("OAKDALE ELECTRONICS"); 

  lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

  lcd.print("command "); //command starts at 8,1 

  lcd.setCursor(0,3); 

  lcd.print("Track "); // track no starts at 6,3 

    

  DCC.SetBasicAccessoryDecoderPacketHandler(BasicAccDecoderPacket_Handler, true); 

  ConfigureDecoder(); 

  CheckSensors(); 

 

  DCC.SetupDecoder( 0x00, 0x00, kDCC_INTERRUPT ); 

} 

 

void ConfigureDecoder()//done at start up and after address change 

{ 

//  get first address from eeprom 

    FirstAddressHiByte = EEPROM.read(0); 

    FirstAddressLoByte = EEPROM.read(1); 

    firstDCCaddress = FirstAddressLoByte + FirstAddressHiByte * 256;  

} 

 

void buttonDown()//address button monitored in main loop 

{ 

 boolean buttonState = LOW, on; 

  unsigned long now; 

 newAddress = 0; 

  

 //wait till button is released 

 while (buttonState == LOW)  

 {   //stay here until button is released again   

   buttonState = digitalRead(3); 

   delay(50); 

 } 

   digitalWrite(7, HIGH); //flash pin 7 led while waiting 

   on = true; 

   now = millis(); 

   while (newAddress == 0) 

   { 

    DCC.loop(); 

    if (millis() - now >400) 

    { 
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      if (on) 

      { 

        digitalWrite(7, HIGH); 

        on = false; 

       } 

       else 

       { 

         digitalWrite(7, LOW); 

         on = true; 

       } 

       now = millis(); 

    } 

   } 

   digitalWrite( 7, LOW); 

 //Calculate and store two byte first address 

 FirstAddressHiByte = highByte(newAddress); 

 FirstAddressLoByte = lowByte(newAddress); 

 EEPROM.write(0,FirstAddressHiByte); 

 EEPROM.write(1,FirstAddressLoByte); 

 delay(100); 

 ConfigureDecoder(); 

 return; 

} 

 

void InterpretCommand() 

{ 

  CommandName = ""; 

  switch (newcommand) 

  { 

    case 1: 

      CommandName = "motor >"; 

      break; 

    case 2: 

      CommandName = "motor <"; 

      break; 

    case 11: 

      CommandName = "solenoid ON"; 

      break; 

    case 12: 

      CommandName = "solenoid OFF"; 

      break; 

    case 21: 

      CommandName = "goto 1 >"; 

      break; 

    case 22: 

      CommandName = "goto 1 <"; 

      break; 

    case 31: 

      CommandName = "goto 2 >"; 

      break; 

    case 32: 

      CommandName = "goto 2 <"; 

      break; 
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    case 41: 

      CommandName = "goto 3 >"; 

      break; 

    case 42: 

      CommandName = "goto 3 <"; 

      break; 

    case 51: 

      CommandName = "goto 4 >"; 

      break; 

    case 52: 

      CommandName = "goto 4 <"; 

      break; 

    case 61: 

      CommandName = "goto 10 >"; 

      break; 

    case 62: 

      CommandName = "goto 10 <"; 

      break; 

    case 71: 

      CommandName = "goto 11 >"; 

      break; 

    case 72: 

      CommandName = "goto 11 <"; 

      break; 

    case 81: 

      CommandName = "goto 12 >"; 

      break; 

    case 82: 

      CommandName = "goto 12 <"; 

      break; 

    case 91: 

      CommandName = "goto 13 >"; 

      break; 

    case 92: 

      CommandName = "goto 13 <"; 

      break; 

    case 101: 

      CommandName = "goto 14 >"; 

      break; 

    case 102: 

      CommandName = "goto 14 <"; 

      break; 

    case 111: 

      CommandName = "goto 15 >"; 

      break; 

    case 112: 

      CommandName = "goto 15 <"; 

      break; 

    case 121: 

      CommandName = "goto 16 >"; 

      break; 

    case 122: 

      CommandName = "goto 16 <"; 
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      break; 

    case 131: 

      CommandName = "goto 22 >"; 

      break; 

    case 132: 

      CommandName = "goto 22 <"; 

      break; 

    case 141: 

      CommandName = "goto 23 >"; 

      break; 

    case 142: 

      CommandName = "goto 23 <"; 

      break; 

    case 151: 

      CommandName = "goto 24 >"; 

      break; 

    case 152: 

      CommandName = "goto 24 <"; 

      break; 

    case 161: 

      CommandName = "step >"; 

      break; 

    case 162: 

      CommandName = "step <"; 

      break; 

    case 171: 

      CommandName = "turn 180 >"; 

      break; 

    case 172: 

      CommandName = "turn 180 <"; 

      break; 

    case 181: 

      CommandName = "rotate >"; 

      break; 

    case 182: 

      CommandName = "rotate <"; 

      break; 

    case 191: 

      CommandName = "stop at next"; 

      break; 

    case 192: 

      CommandName = "spare"; 

      break;   

  } 

   

} 

 

void CheckSensors() 

{ // need to look at noise suppression 

   x=0; 

   int z=0; //for getting average 

   lcd.setCursor(6,3); 

   lcd.print("              "); 
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   LastTrack=Track; 

   lcd.setCursor(6,3); 

  for (int j=22; j<36; j++)  

  { 

    //crude attempt at suppression LOW = ON 

    z=0; 

    for (int n=1; n<12; n++) 

    { 

      z = z+ (digitalRead(j)); 

    } 

     

  if (z< 4) x=j;    

  } 

  if (x>0) 

  { 

    switch (x) 

    { 

      case 22: 

        Track = 1; 

        break; 

      case 24: 

        Track = 2; 

        break; 

      case 25: 

        Track = 3; 

        break; 

      case 26: 

        Track = 4; 

        break; 

      case 27: 

        Track = 10; 

        break; 

      case 28: 

        Track = 11; 

        break; 

      case 29: 

        Track = 12; 

        break; 

      case 30: 

        Track = 13; 

        break; 

      case 31: 

        Track = 14; 

        break; 

      case 32: 

        Track = 15; 

        break; 

      case 33: 

        Track = 16; 

        break; 

      case 34: 

        Track = 22; 

        break; 
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      case 35: 

        Track = 23; 

        break; 

      case 23: 

        Track = 24; 

        break;   

    } 

    lcd.print(Track); 

 

  } 

  else 

  {  

   lcd.print("moving"); 

   lcd.setCursor(13,3); 

   lcd.print("last "); 

   lcd.print(LastTrack); 

  } 

} 

 

void ProcessCommand() 

{ 

  thiscommand = newcommand; 

  CheckSensors(); 

  lcd.setCursor(8, 1); 

  lcd.print("            "); 

  lcd.setCursor(8,1); 

  lcd.print(thiscommand); 

  InterpretCommand(); 

  lcd.setCursor(0,2); 

  lcd.print("                  "); 

  lcd.setCursor(0,2); 

  lcd.print(CommandName); 

 

  // just the basic solenoid and motor 

  if (thiscommand == 1) digitalWrite(5,LOW); //motor cw - default 

  if (thiscommand == 2) digitalWrite(5, HIGH); //motor acw 

  if (thiscommand == 11) digitalWrite(4, HIGH); //solenoid on 

  if (thiscommand == 12) digitalWrite(4, LOW); //solenoid off - default 

 

  // step commands 

  if (thiscommand == 161) //step cw 

  { 

    digitalWrite(5,LOW); 

    digitalWrite(4, HIGH); 

    delay(2000); 

    digitalWrite(4, LOW); 

    delay(5000); 

    CheckSensors(); 

  } 

  if (thiscommand == 162) 

  { 

    digitalWrite(5, HIGH); //motor acw 

    digitalWrite(4, HIGH); //solenoid on 
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    delay(2000); 

    digitalWrite(4, LOW); //solenoid off 

    delay(5000); 

    CheckSensors(); 

  } 

 

  //GoTo commands 

  if ((20 <thiscommand ) && (thiscommand < 153)) 

    { 

      if (Direction == 1) // these seem the wrong way round but it works 

      { 

        Target = thiscommand - 2; 

        digitalWrite(5,HIGH); //motor acw 

      } 

      if (Direction == 2)  

      { 

        Target = thiscommand - 1; 

        digitalWrite(5,LOW); //motor cw 

      } 

      // work out target      

      switch (Target) 

        { 

          case 20: 

            Target = 1; 

            break; 

          case 30: 

            Target = 2;             

            break;      

          case 40: 

            Target = 3; 

            break; 

          case 50: 

            Target = 4; 

            break; 

          case 60: 

            Target = 10; 

            break; 

          case 70: 

            Target = 11; 

            break; 

          case 80: 

            Target = 12; 

            break; 

          case 90: 

            Target = 13; 

            break; 

          case 100: 

            Target = 14; 

            break; 

          case 110: 

            Target = 15; 

            break; 

          case 120: 
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            Target = 16; 

            break; 

          case 130: 

            Target = 22; 

            break; 

          case 140: 

            Target = 23; 

            break; 

          case 150: 

            Target = 24; 

            break;      

        } 

      lcd.print(" T:"); 

      lcd.print(Target); 

      digitalWrite(4, HIGH); //solenoid on 

      while (Target != Track) 

      { 

         CheckSensors(); 

         delay(200); 

      } 

      digitalWrite(4, LOW); //solenoid off       

    } 

    // 180 turn 

    if ((170 < thiscommand) && (thiscommand<173)) 

    { 

      if (thiscommand == 171) digitalWrite(5,LOW); //motor cw 

      if (thiscommand == 172) digitalWrite(5, HIGH); //motor acw 

      // work out target 

      switch (Track) 

      { 

        case 1: 

          Target = 13; 

          break; 

        case 2: 

          Target = 14; 

          break; 

        case 3: 

          Target = 15; 

          break; 

        case 4: 

          Target = 16; 

          break; 

        case 10: 

          Target = 22; 

          break; 

        case 11: 

          Target = 23; 

          break; 

        case 12: 

          Target = 24; 

          break; 

        case 13: 

          Target = 1; 
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          break; 

        case 14: 

          Target = 2; 

          break; 

        case 15: 

          Target = 3; 

          break; 

        case 16: 

          Target = 4; 

          break; 

        case 22: 

          Target = 10; 

          break; 

        case 23: 

          Target = 11; 

          break; 

        case 24: 

          Target = 12; 

          break; 

      }  

      lcd.print(" T:"); 

      lcd.print(Target); 

      digitalWrite(4, HIGH); //solenoid on 

      while (Target != Track) 

      { 

         CheckSensors(); 

         delay(200); 

      } 

      digitalWrite(4, LOW); //solenoid off                 

      } 

 

  ProcessingCommand = 0; 

} 

 

// Basic accessory packet handler 

//THIS HAPPENs EVERY TIME AN ACC PACKET IS RECEIVED 

//can be multiple for one action 

void BasicAccDecoderPacket_Handler(int address, boolean activate, byte data) 

{ 

 // Convert NMRA packet address format to human address 

 address -= 1; 

 address *= 4; 

 address += 1; 

 address += (data & 0x06) >> 1;  

 boolean enable = (data & 0x01) ? 1 : 0; 

 newAddress = address; //for use in button press stuff 

  

 if ((firstDCCaddress <= address) && (address < firstDCCaddress+20))// check for command in range 

***sure this used to work without the and  bit!! 

 { 

   newcommand = address - firstDCCaddress; 

   newcommand = (newcommand *10) + 1;// so 500 enabled becomes 1 

 //  lcd.print(newcommand); 
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   if (!enable) 

   { 

    Direction = 1; 

    newcommand = newcommand  +1; //so 500 not enabled becomes 2 

   } 

   else Direction = 2; 

 

   if (!ProcessingCommand) 

     { 

      ProcessingCommand =1; 

      ProcessCommand(); 

     } 

  } 

  

   

} 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

// Main loop 

//just waits for interrupts 

void loop() 

{  

//   check for DCC command 

 DCC.loop(); 

 //break out if button down 

 if (digitalRead(3) ==LOW) buttonDown(); 

//this needs improvement as it is susceptible to power glitches 

} 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


